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The Cover-“Sarge” is a Disney Pixar’s Studio character

starring in the movies Cars and Cars 2. His model is a 1942
or 1941 WWII Willy's Army Jeep. He represents a WWII
veteran.
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Recording Secretary-Vinny Schwartz
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Newsletter Editor-Dave Steinert
Tel: 973-347-9091

Email: dsteinert@optonline.net

Web Master-George Wagner
Tel: 973-927-7616

Email:wagnergm@verizon.net

2015 Sussex Show Chairman- Bill Murphy
Tel: 973-527-3307

Email: bmurph411@gmail.com

Alternate event ,Holiday Party CoordinatorBrent Weaver
Tel:201-841-1269
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THE NEXT MTA MEETING WILL BE HELD AT 12:00PM AT:

Military Transport Association

Meeting Minutes for Thursday, June 4th 2015
The meeting was called to order by MTA President
Randy Emr at 7:30 p.m. A Pledge of Allegiance and Moment
of Silence was led by Andy Salzano. There were
approximately 35 members in attendance.
Prior minutes approved!
Treasure’s Report: At the time of the printing of this
newsletter, no Treasurer’s Report was received.
Parade Report: Chairman Peter Schindo reports that he

needs 10 military vehicles and a Deuce on Friday, July 3rd for
the Randolph parade. After some review and discussion it
looks like the club can meet the commitment. Peter reports
that the Florham Park parade is covered for Saturday, July
th
4 .
Newsletter Report: Editor Dave Steinert thanked Harold
Ratzburg and Peter Schindo, who contributed with articles to
last month’s newsletter.

OMS7 Report: Pat Kruger reports that members should be
aware of some defective military tow bars. Some older 2-½
inch diameter tow bars have weak welds and must be
repaired with a special technique, please contact Pat at
yazembowski@yahoo.com, with any questions.
Show/Swap Meet 2016-Bill Murphy reports that next year’s
th
th
dates are April 16 and 17 .
Quartermaster’s Report-Gary Schultz reports that 100 new
MTA tee shirts with pockets have been ordered. There are a
couple of MTA jackets still available, if interested, please
contact Gary at Grsschultz@aol.com .
USS Ling Report- Steve Kuhn reports that the USS Ling
Association has received their 501 status. Also, the bilges are
now working on the submarine. Some chairs have a fresh
coat of paint. Moral is high with some of the improvements
being made. The MTA is looking for a suggestion from the
committee on a project that the club could donate to.
Railroad Operating Battalion-John Sobotka reports that
plans for the Toys for Tots 2015 Campaign are ongoing. He
reports that a change in ownership of one of the railroads may
eliminate the New York Toys for Tots excursion this year.
MTA Cyber Team-Brad Kerber reports that the Show video
is still being edited. They will be creating an MTA You Tube
Channel for this and other videos. Stay tuned!
New Business- A motion was raised and approved to make
Sven Johnson a MTA Life Time Member.
A new membership dues policy was presented.
Starting in 2016, dues will be paid by the end of January. We
will be implementing late fees of $10 if not paid up by March
st
1 . By April late fee will be $20. Checks are preferred over
cash.
New Members- Not really a new member but an AWOL
member made an appearance. Chris Loizou attended the
meeting. Chris has a 1953 M-37 that I hear is very, very nice.
Welcome Chris!
50/50: $39.00 to Winner Jack White.
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Meeting was adjourned at 8:35pm.
MTA Photo IDs were taken after the meeting.

Museum in Kempton, PA on June 14th. Three WWII Jeeps
from the Central Jersey MVPA chapter along with a few
Redball Club members’ Jeeps were also in attendance.
A great turnout was had with about 65 Jeeps
including several military models. The long distance award
went to a fellow who drove his early Jeep all the way from
the Cape Cod area. Among the more unusual Jeeps in
attendance was a re-creation of a late 50's Pink Jeep
Surrey model. Jeep Surrey's of that period was often sold
to hotels and resorts to shuttle guests around.

Story and Pictures by Gary Schultz
Each year in June, for approximately the last 10
years, a group of early model Jeep enthusiasts have been
holding a gathering called the Great Willys Picnic. This
Jeep show and event is focused on early civilian model
Jeeps, mostly comprised of flat fender varieties from the
mid 1940's to the early 1960's. The show and
gathering held in the Poconos, PA area generally attracts
about 60 or so Jeeps and several Jeep parts vendors.

MTA member Chris VanOrden and I drove our
Jeeps out to the event back in 2007, Chris with his early
1946 CJ2A and I with my 45 Ford GPW. Even though I
was driving a Ford, they welcomed us both and we had a
great time. Unfortunately, neither Chris or I had been back
to the event for a while, so we were excited to be able to
attend this year's Great Willys Picnic held at the Railroad
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Another rare sight was the attendance of two
nearly identical early 1946 CJ2A's. Both models were
painted blue and trimmed the same and were
manufactured only six serial numbers apart. Parked side
by side, one was fully restored and the other was
completely original. It was a great sight of a before and
after version as they rode into the show grounds together.

My personal favorite vehicle at the show was a CJ5 with
an original Jeep Wrecker set mounted in the rear. I never
saw this Jeep Wrecker model in person before. This Jeep
at the picnic reminded me of my favorite Jeep Tonka Toy
growing up. I still have that Tonka on my office shelf today!
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Always a great day among fellow flat fender
enthusiasts at the Great Willys Picnic and looking forward
to going again next year!
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The U.S. Army Vehicles of the 1919
Transcontinental Motor Convoy-Part VII
By David Steinert
In the last issue of MPM, the 1919 Transcontinental
Motor Convoy was making its way across the state of
Wyoming on its way to San Francisco and was making its
way across the Utah border.

The convoy hurried out of Evanston, WY and crossed
into Utah and made its way down Echo Canyon under cloudy,
drizzling skies. The road was dreadful. Today it’s called the
Eisenhower Highway, but in 1919 it was a very rough trail with
many dangerous curves with sharp descents. The road was
very narrow and barely wider than many of the vehicles in the
convoy.
Looming above the convoy were giant weatherworn
red cliffs. The wheels of the Liberty trucks crept along the
edge of precipitous drops. It took seven hours to go forty-one
miles to reach a mining camp at Echo, Utah. Once again, the
Militor did noble work. From dawn the Militor towed a machine
shop with a broken piston; twenty-one miles out they had to
drop it and go back sixteen miles to pull another truck from a
broken convert. By the time they’d got back to the lamed
machine shop, than towed that for another five miles, it was
too dark and dangerous to continue along the rim of the
canyon trail.

The crew of the Militor spent the night on the road.
When they arrived in Echo the next morning, the rest of the
convoy had already left heading for the beautiful town of
Morgan.
When the Militor finally caught up to the rest of the
convoy in Morgan, the citizens of the town were lining the
streets, cheering, waving flags and banners providing a warm
welcome.
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The convoy pressed on towards Salt Lake City, it
made the dizzying descent into Weber Canyon. It crept
between the towering gray walls of stone, pausing at the one
sharp turn while engineers shored up the crumpling edge of
the road with a timber wall. The Militor towed the machine
shop all the way.

On their way again and covered with dust they arrived
at the city of Ogden. The reception in this city was
overwhelming. There were banquets, dancing and the men
were ferried in special streetcars to baths at a nearby
sanatorium.
On today’s roads its thirty-four miles from Ogden to
Salt Lake City, in 1919, the meandering indirect roads were
calculated at between fifty-two to seventy-three miles,
depending on who you talked to. Still towing the machine
shop, the Militor ran into a soft spot. The machine shop broke
through the crusted road surface and while trying to pull it out,
the Militor broke through as well, and sank four and a half feet
into the underlying mud.

It took three hours to get it out. Steel cables snapped
and the retaining collar on a pulley sheared off, throwing the
pulley thirty feet into the air so violently that it sliced clean
through a large tree limb overhead. Luckily, no one was hurt.
In the end the men gave up trying to tow the Militor out and
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shifted it instead by shoveling all the mud away, building a
ramp, laying planks, and letting it drive out of the crater by itself.
The Militor then towed the machine shop along the
planks behind it. It took three hours to complete the operation,
but all the men agreed that it was worth it, after all, if it hadn’t
been for Militor, they’d never have gotten this far in the first
place.
Salt Lake City was determined to receive the convoy
with a celebration that would be the best of the journey. All
the way into town, while bands banged out tunes and factory
whistles blew, huge crowds lined the streets. Every inch of the
sidewalks were packed with people along the entire parade
route.

The convoy made its way towards their camp in
Walker’s Field on Main Street. Some of the first trucks to drive
onto the field sank to their hubs in the soft green turf. The
tractor had to tow them all out; they gave up on parking in the
field and parked impromptu bivouac along the street instead.
That night the men were driven to Saltair for a swim in the
lake, followed by dinner and dancing.
Utah didn’t improve the Lincoln Highway west of Salt
Lake City because it didn’t have the money, even if it had,
there was virtually no one out there anyway.
The convoy left Salt Lake City at six-thirty on the
morning of Wednesday, August 20, 1919. The men would
soon be entering some of the most hostile terrain in America
and they were already overcome with fatigue. The first sixtymiles from Salt Lake City were in excellent condition, with
surfaces being of concrete and gravel.

hard work was taking its toll on the Militor, a broken fan belt
lacing, a tie rod securing the top of the radiator to the
dashboard sheared off. The crew improvised until the rawhide
repaired fan belt began slipping, the Militor overheated and
ground to a halt. Falling way behind the rest of the convoy,
the crew would slowly drive two or three miles until the Militor
overheated, let it cool down and then drive another few miles
until it overheated again, being careful not to blow the engine.

The Militor crawled into the town of Tooele, where a
garage fixed the fan belt and filled the gas tanks. They
pushed off at eleven-fifteen at night hoping to catch-up to the
convoy at Orr’s Ranch, but went only five miles before a
bearing worked loose. They improvised and got the vehicle
back to Tooele. The next morning a decision was made to get
the Militor back to Salt Lake City and put it on a train and take
it by rail to Eureka, Nevada where it would rejoin the convoy.
Meanwhile, the convoy had left Orr’s Ranch and
began their journey towards Ely, Nevada. It was soon
discovered that parts of the road were impassable and there
was a lot of pessimism among the men of the convoy on
whether they would make it without the Militor. They had to
detour at times onto the featureless salt flats; that had a thin
crystalized crust, which every truck broke through, and
beneath that was a cloying silt that held the wheels like glue.
The caterpillar tractor was useless; the tracks simply
skidded around in the muck. In the end, there was only one
thing to do: one by one they put a rope on each truck, and
between fifty and a hundred men started pulling each vehicle
across the flats by hand.

The first stop for the convoy would be Orr’s Ranch,
the last stop on the then semi-finished Lincoln Highway
before they entered the unfinished cutoff through the desert
salt flats. On the way there were the usual break-downs of
vehicles which also included the Militor. The long haul and
MTA of NJ Newsletter
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It would take the convoy more than two days to get
across the salt flats, pushing man and machine to their limits.
Would the Militor have made a difference? Probably not; it
would likely have been one more truck on the end of a rope.
In the distance the beautiful Deep Creek Mountains
could be seen, which indicated they were close to the Nevada
border, one more state to cross before they would reach their
destination.
(The story of the 1919 Transcontinental Motor Convoy
continues in the next issue of Motor Pool Messenger…and
find out what the hell a Militor is!)

To add or remove listings from the Classifieds, please email
Dave Steinert at dsteinert@optonline.net or call 973-347-9091.
FOR SALE: FOUR GOOD CONDITION / TRAILER TIRES MOUNTED
(PAINT PEELING) / ST205X75R`5 GOODYEAR MARATHON RADIALS /
RATED LOAD C. Rims have 5 hole pattern w/ 4-1/2 center. ASKING
$80. CAN BRING TO A MEETING OR GILBERT SHOW. TOM MCHUGH
908-852-1964 TMMCHUGH@MSN.COM (5/15)

For Sale-WWII French rebuilt Dodge engine complete in crate.
Engine will not turn over by hand. $1000, call Rand at (973)-3341103. (3/15)

For Sale-2-1/2 ton Vietnam era troop seats, muliti fuel, bows & winch. Runs
great, needs a little cab work, $3500. Ben Hale Trailer - 1 ton with bows,
lightly rusted, $300. 1968 M725 Ambulance - very nice shape - everything is
there. Rear gas heater, fresh paint, European tires, $3,500. M37 parts,
complete truck, part out with winch. Halftrack parts - call for your needs hood,
doors, radiators, rims, winch, lights, cab parts, armor, electrical etc. Call Dave
@917-567-6419, NY

For Sale-1952 M37 for parts, no engine, 1951 M37 in mint shape,
heat, winch, troop seats, 1968 M725 Jeep ambulance in great
shape, 1-ton trailer with bows, 2.5-ton w/winch, multi-fuel, troop
seats, runs great, needs sheet metal work. I’m looking for halftrack
parts, T16 carrier parts, 105 MM Howitzer. I will buy train wrecks for
cash.!! , or trade call me Dave at 1-917-567-6419.
For Sale-I have just received some of the adjustable legs for the rear of the
M-101, ¾-ton trailers. These are new in the box (NOS), CARC color, $40
each plus shipping. I'm in Zip 21071 (Maryland). E-mail at
glengar@verizon.net, if interested. Tim Clark.
For Sale: Looking for a military vehicle? From projects to ground-up
Restorations and everything in between! Check out:
WWW.USMILITARYVEHICLES.COM
Wanted: Early MB parts- I am looking for a pair of MB, 8 leaf front leaf
springs, windshield frame, rear seat, small mouth gas tank, solid disk wheels.
Call Mark Burghardt at 973-906-1069 or email: markkb@optonline.net .
(8/13)
Wanted-For M725 drivers compartment pull out style heater control cables,
knobs are marked “heat, defrost and fresh air”. Marc Ziegler (973) 263-1923.

For Sale-I am selling my 3/4 ton trailer, no racks or bows $650, Call Randy
973-219-4499. (3/15)
For Sale-M37 Deep Water Fording Kit NOS (still in wooden crate) $350. Call
Bill @ 315-689-9880 NY (9/14)

For Sale- PA- Siren-Horn. Federal Signal PA-300 complete with
high power 200-watt dual-horn speaker, microphone, and manual.
Siren has wail, yelp, and hi-lo settings. Runs on 24 volts. This goes
for $250-$300 on eBay. Yours for only $125. Dave Ahl,
swapmeetdave@aol.com, 973-285-0716.
For Sale-M35A2, a great running w/camo paint Deuce. Has heater
Jatonka fuel 7 oil filters, straight tailgate, new vinyl cab soft top. Has
air shift front axle. Asking $5500 or best offer. Call Vinny, cell:973476-9544, home:973-635-2404. (10/13)
For Sale- M38 parts- I have one windshield in good condition with cracked
glass $100. Pair of original fenders, take off, good condition, easy repairs,
$50 for the pair.Tool box lid, good condition $20. I also have a grill and air
cleaner but I believe they are from a CJ3A. Call Mark Burghardt at 973-9061069 or email for pics: markkb@optonline.net (8/13)
For Sale-Assortment of M-35 and M-135/211 parts. Please email your
requests to ajtucophc@comcast.net
For Sale- 1959 M-100 trailer with a clean N.J. title, no rust, with extra set of
wheels. Someone cut a small door into the back panel that doesn't take away
from it. Otherwise in nice cond. that looks good. It comes with two military
generators (years unknown) also a bow and both brackets for a M-38 jeep
canvas top in it. $700. for all, located in central N.J. Call Phil Galvano 732539-4919
For Sale-Parting out a M37, have both body & engine parts. I also have MB,
GPW and CJ Jeep parts, plus some wheels for a CJ. Call Tom Weaver at
(973)-627-9448.
For Sale-Mil Spec primers and paints, OD and Camo. WWII Jeep frames,
front, rears, transmissions, PTOs, GI grease and oils. Call Paul Wadeson at
(607)-637-2275.
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Military Transport Association
Of North Jersey
P.O. Box 393
Budd Lake, NJ 07828
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The next MTA monthly meeting
will be held on Saturday, July 11th,
12:00PM at the Lyons VA Hospital
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